Rosemary Wanganeen

*How does humanity reclaim ancient wisdom? Easy!*

As human beings, reclaiming ancient wisdom is our human right! But the question is: where did we ‘lose’ it and how do we get it, reclaim it again? As a proud Aboriginal Australian, Rosemary will present her Seven Phases to Integrating Loss and Grief as a ‘roadmap to demonstrate how and why she was able to reclaim her ancient wisdom as a modern Aboriginal Australian and that it is a human experience.

Between 1987-1992 as Rosemary was journeying through the Seven Phases it ‘showed’ her she must integrate the losses and unresolved grief stories of her ancient ancestors and the loss and unresolved grief stories of her modern experiences.

She’ll also describe how and why her Seven Phases exposed her to pain and suffering but where her grieving processes sustained her inspirationally; in so doing explains how her spiritual ancestors ‘told’ her through a dream that this was her ‘initiation’ into the spiritual realms of reconnecting to them and the ancient wisdom but she’s was now ready to ‘live in’ a higher state of consciousness (innate human intuitive intelligence) as a modern human.

Rosemary says: *Loss and grief are a human experience, it doesn’t discriminate! Timing is everything; when one is ready for their ‘initiation’ they too will reclaim ancient wisdom, only then we’ll become the masses!*